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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Welcome Gathering
Sixth Month 10, 1992

Friends gathered quietly in the ballroom of the Union Building at Fort Lewis College in Durango,
Colorado, and out of the silence, Clerk Martin Cobin welcomed everyone to the 1992 gathering of
InterMountain Yearly Meeting.

Clerk recognized Friends from throughout the yearly meeting by naming the regional meetings and
inviting those present to stand as he called their monthly meeting or worship group.

Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting: Flagstaff Meeting, Prescott Worship Group, Phoenix Meeting,
Pima Meeting, Tempe Meeting, Cochise Worship Group.

Colorado Regional Meeting: Boulder Meeting, Fort Collins Meeting, Mountain View Meeting,
West Side Worship Group, City View Worship Group, Colorado
Springs Meeting, Western Slope Worship Group, Grand Valley
Worship Group.

New Mexico Quarterly Meeting: Albuquerque Meeting, Lamb’s Community Worship Group,
Gallup Worship Group, Durango Meeting, Mancos Worship
Group, Southeast New Mexico Worship Group, Gila Meeting, Las
Cruces Meeting, Los Alamos Worship Group, Santa Fe Meeting.

Utah Friends Fellowship: Logan Meeting, Salt Lake Meeting, Moab Worship Group.

Additionally: Mexico City Meeting, Wyoming Friends Meeting, Midland
Meeting, Texas, Friends from Canada, scattered Friends from
coast to coast.

General announcements about events and locations for the gathering were made to supplement
registration information and the bulletin board outside the dining room.

Friends were then invited to join ,in singing led by Eric Wright and Tom Kowal.



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Worship for Business I

Sixth Month 11, 1992

Meeting opened with silent worship at 10:15.

1. Dorothy Aldrich read the epistle from London Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
that met in London in May 1991.

2. Clerk Martin Cobin introduced guests to the yearly meeting:
Ursula Franklin, Toronto, keynote speaker; Fred Franklin, Toronto;
Representatives of affiliated Friends organizations: Kitty Baragato, AFSC, Ailson Oldliam, FCNL;
Asia Bennett, FWCC; (Clerk noted these organizations would report in a session planned for
that evening);
Nancy Yarnail, Friends Bulletin;
Mike Gray, Friends General Conference.

Other special Friends were recognized;
Ellen Gonzales, Mexico City Meeting;
Jim Davis, Scattergood School;
Wyoming Friends. -

Clerk then named the IMYM representatives to affiliated Friends organizations, noting that some
were not present:

AFSC: Nick Moceri, Elise Boulding, Steve Ratcliffe and Bill Gross;
FWCC: Arilne Hobson, Barbara Neal, Bifi Durland, Elaine Emnii;
Regional Representatives to FCNL: Alicya Malik, Lucy Logan, Claire Leonard, Katherine Welch,
Susan Worthman, Susan DaN, Elizabeth Simon and Anne Ryder;
FWCC Triennial Gathering at Ghost Ranch in 1994: Ted Church, lead organizer and primary
source of information.

3. Clerk recognized, with his personal thanks, the essential care providers in our meeting: Barbara
Stephens, Registrar, her assistants, and the Operations Committee.

92 -1. Meeting expressed its thanks for the hard work of the registrar, her assistants and the
Operations Committee to make the gathering possible.

4. Nominations for the Watching Committee were given by Dorothy Aldrich, convenor. She
annotmced that epistles from other yearly meetings have been duplicated and placed with the
reports in the reading room.

92-2. The nominations for the Watching Committee were accepted by the Meeting. In addition to
Dorothy Aldrich, convenor; Loujeanne Catlin, Rebecca Henderson and Marie Godfrey will
serve.

5. On behalf of the Long-range Planning Committee, Elizabeth Bailey and Bob Stucklen, Co-Convenors,
— reported. They thanked the previous committee for its insight and efforts to find this location. The

Committee noted that no matter what site we choose, the important thing is to make the site work
for us as a community, growing spiritually.
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Clerk presented the recommendation of the Continuing Committee that IMYM return to Fort Lewis
College for the 1993 gathering.

6. Committee to Review the Guide: Claude Weil reported for the committee that they suggest
changing the wording of the Guide to read:

“The Purpose of IIvIYM is to foster spiritual renewal, fellowship, and community within its
constituent Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups.” This revision would eliminate the following
words: “IMYM is responsible for overseeing the life and witness of the Religious Society of Friends.

7. Randy Herrick-Stare, Clerk of Continuing Committee, described how business wifi proceed at this
gathering of the yearly meeting, with reports available for reading, and concern groups serving as
threshing sessions for matters that require seasoning before they are considered by the meeting as
a whole. Continuing Committee has attempted to provide formats to reduce the time spent in
business sessions. In addition to concern groups addressing several concerns, there will be a general
threshing session addressing 1) the purpose of IMYM and 2) the site where we meet and how we
use it. It is hoped that concern groups will prepare minutes for general consideration by the yearly
meeting. In general, there are fewer activities on the schedule to allow more time for play and
fellowship.

8. Registrar Barbara Stephens made several announcements regarding the conduct of daily activities
at yearly meeting.

92-3 The Meeting approved the request of the Clerk that all be aware of those Friends who since
our last gathering have preceded us in completing the life cycle. Held in our memories are:
Phoenix Meeting -- Nora Ryan, James Deweese; Boulder Meeting — Anne Thron; Pima
Meeting -- Laura Lenore and William Simpkin; Taos Worship Group — Catherine Fells;
Albuquerque Meeting — Virginia Phillips; and Tempe Meeting -- Don Noel, an attender.

The meeting closed at about 11:45, following a brief period of silent worship.

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Plenary Session

Sixth Month 11, 1992

The special guest of IMYM in 1992 was Ursula Franklin of Toronto. When she addressed the
plenary session, she spoke of “Quaker Witness in a Technological Society.” The following
summarizes Ursula Franklin’s speech and was prepared by Robin Calland of Mountain View
Friends Meeting, first appearing in the MVFM Newsletter for July 1992.

“Technology,” according to Canadian physicist and professor Ursula Franklin, who
was quoting Kenneth Boulding, “is the way we do things around here.” it is the
apparatus of systems and tools humans build to accomplish the age—old tasks of living
-- the toolbox. The tasks of living remain the same, but the ways we can accomplish
these tasks are infinitely variable. The problem with “the way things are done around
here” in this industrial age is that our systems often overwhelm, control, and
extinguish that which is divine in human life. Quakers must be discerning in the way
they and our society use the toolbox; they must not tolerate tools or methods that
damage human light and life, and they must communicate that the toolbox is
bankrupt without loving, aware technicians.

Ursula spoke first of the ways technology has perverted human community and
values. In general, she pointed out, our technological age is characterized by marked
distinctions between insiders and outsiders. Our systems of dividing labor dictate
who, what gender, and what race gets to do what jobs and what status accrues to
those jobs. Specialized ianguage,(like Quaker acronyms, which she would like to see
eliminated) and knowledge designate those who possess them as the elite and erase
those who do not.

Getting to specifics, she cited warfare and communications technology. Warfare has
evolved to the point where the people most likely to die in a war are women and
children, while soldiers are most likely to survive. War-wagers can no longer employ
the old justification for war, the protection of women and children, since we have the
nuclear bomb that wipes out citizen populations and bunkers to protect and save the
aging bureaucrats that manage war.

Ursula spoke then of the technology mistakenly called “communications technology,”
pointing out how TV, answering machines, and faxes have eroded the reciprocity and
exchange of communication, something Quakers have traditionally valued. Whereas,
the people of George Fox’s time said face to face, ‘This is what I know from
experience,” people now say, “This is what I know from TV.” Finally, she reminded
us how manufacturers promised that various machines, like the sewing machine,
would make lives easier, while in fact they redoubled pain and poverty. The makers
of sewing machines guaranteed that ragged garments would disappear, everyone
would have clothes. Instead, the industrial world got sweat shops.

To redirect “the way things are done around here” requires commitment, a competent
knowledge of the toolbox, and clarity. Ursula, who as a physicist refused to work on
anything remotely useful to the military, knows about commitment. She says Friends
must remain steadfast in their testimony against violence and refuse to participate in
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activities that perpetuate it. This extends to the language (a technology itself) we use.
For example, she suggested that Friends refuse to use existing phrases like “kill two
birds with one stone” and create new, equally powerful ones such as “light two fires
with one match.” To be discerning and to prevent, to testify against destructive
technologies, and to find alternatives to them, Quakers need to know the toolbox.
Ursula emphatically called for long range vision, explaining that designers and
engineers plan installations 20 years ahead. Being competent, for Ursula, has meant
balancing her technical knowledge and her knowledge of the light within; it has
meant sharing knowledge in non-intimidating ways while doing collaborative work
with citizens’ groups. Finally, she asked that Quakers develop a clarity of vision to
bridge the gap between their commitments and beliefs and their technical knowledge,
a vision that could conceive of very different “ways to do things around here.”

With thanks to Robin Calland,

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meetings for Threshing and Seasoning

Sixth Month 12, 1992

Friends gathered in silence, and from the silence Clerk Martin Cobin introduced the matters on which
clearness would be sought. He pointed out that seasoning and threshing are not the same thing and
that both are needed. Seasoning sessions at IMYM are a new technology, introduced to improve the
quality of those meetings in which we try to reach unity. As each of us considers our own ideas, we
need to consider the difference in seasoning activities by different individuals.

1. The first topic far consideration was the purpose of IMYM, focused by the question of whether we
wish to amend the Guide.

After a period during which many Friends addressed various concerns about the purpose and
effectiveness of yearly meeting, Clerk directed the attention of the Meeting to the second topic.

2. Shall Intermountain Yearly Meeting continue to gather at Fort Lewis College?

Friends expressed a wide variety of concerns. As the time scheduled for the meeting drew to a close
and was exceeded, the Meeting agreed to gather again in the evening, to continue consideration of the
matters laid before us.

The continuation of the Threshing/Seasoning Session gathered at 7 p.m. in the reading room of the
Union Building.

At the suggestion of the Long Range Planning Committee, the meeting agreed to lay over additional
discussion of site selection until the meeting for worship for business on 6/13/92. The attention of the
meeting was directed to the purpose of yearly meeting.

The second session ended shortly after 9 p.m.

A sense of the concerns and insights expressed is provided by the following summary.

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Seasoning/Threshing Sessions
Sixth Month 12, 1992

Session I

1. Purpose of IMYM: It has been suggested that we revise the Guide to read: “The purpose of
Intermountain Yearly Meeting is to foster spiritual renewal and fellowship within its constituent
meetings.”

How we think about the spiritual life and the conmuriity we want our yearly meeting to foster.
Tension around efforts to unify and act on issues of social concern. Religious environment or
background from which to live in our world. Join Society of Friends to witness understand the
differing perceptions of what it means to be friend; live a life of worship.

Yearly Meeting has two functions: worship and service/action. (lange would eliminate one
of those. We might replace “overseeing” with “nurturing.”

Opposition eliminates concept of witness. Can we be enlightened without witness?

Yearly meeting is a vehicle to be part of a larger piece of the population of the world and the
religious community. It offers spirit, nurture and witness; it is a vehicle to teach children and
newcomers Quaker experience. It is a fundamental expression of Quaker experience. Issues
percolate to the top from the monthly meetings.

The business of yearly meeting is to do what local meeting cannot do; eg, relate with the larger
world. Inner light is expressed in the outer life; let your light shine. Unless light generates
concern for the greater world, it is not very useful. We come to yearly meeting to meet people
who know more than we do.

Look to the Book of Micah: What does the Lord God want you to do?

Yearly meeting should provide oversight, accountabifity, discipline; concerns are not being
shared in an open plenary sesion.

We are neglecting part of purpose of yearly meeting: spiritual encouragement or development.
Business is part of worship; silence is what is being lost in shorter meetings. If we permit a
social concerns club, where is worship? evaluation was concerned with other than spiritual
quality.

There is a dichotomy between retreat for spiritual growth and spiritual activity in the world.
Both have merit. Don’t cut off one path.

The occasion of social action for refugees was IMYM’s strongest event for personal responsibility
and witness. Yearly meeting should support individuals engaged in intensive witness.

Regarding the process of meeting for worship for business: it can be painful, but it is part of the
Quaker practice. This is what we want for our children; we carry our practice to our daily lives.
We are limiting our learning by limiting our business.
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2. The question of site selection.

Spiritual renewal and witness are two sides of the same coin. One approach is to gather for
meeting for worship for business on one occasion and schedule a fellowship retreat for spiritual
renewal at another time. Then 2 different sites would be needed.

More business by regions means more attendance at regional meetings.

This place is big enough that we don’t have to exclude people. Space for people exceeds
importance of beauty.

Loss of community from change in site. Need space where we can be a community.

When is commitment needed for 1994? Can we make that choice next year? But discuss now,
so time is not the constraint next year.

New site should be more nature oriented; site does not make us but it helps.

Inclusion not exclusion: place matters more to some than to others.

C We are attending yearly meeting, not Ghost Ranch.

Friends General Conference moves around, why can’t we?

It is not the site, it is the people who are here. Accessibffity for those with mobility issue is most
important.

The setting here for young friends: yearly meeting is especially important for young people.
this site is too divided for what they need. To search well is more important than to search in
haste.

Find out why people don’t come to yearly meeting here.

A church is not a building; it is the religious community. Focus on what we bring. Look inside
our selves for where IMYM comes from.

‘Be present where you are” includes the location. Part of that is helping young friends have a
better space.

We are too concerned with numbers for effectiveness.

there are as many people at business meetings here as at Ghost Ranch. Many people who went
to Ghost Ranch went there, not to Intermountain Yearly Meeting.

It is time to complete grieving for Ghost Ranch and get on with the business of yearly meeting.
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This place lends itself to organization; we need to learn to play here.

At Fort Lewis camping is difficult. Community spaces are missing. If you’re not attached to the
place, you don’t look at is as part of your satisfaction.

FLC finds us to be good guests this year.

Seasoning/Threshing Session II

At the suggestion of’ the long range planning committee, the meeting agreed to lay over any
additional discussion of site selection and use until 6/13.

Both spiritual renewal and business are important, we need to share both of them.

We need to continue to accept difference and take time think about and study in our monthly
meetings how to practice being Friends.

A Friend offered the metaphor of cooking a stew and the selection of ingredients, particularly
the herbs and spices; pungency is not always appropriate. Working together on concerns in a
larger variety of circumstances than meeting for worship for business gives us the chance to do
business more, to examine concerns under a variety of conditions.

We need to be enough in community to trust the deliberations of others to honor and accept the
decisions reached when you can’t be there. No one of us can do it all.

The way to get community is to not go after it (happiness is what happens while you’re making
something else.).

Every voice important (weighty friend not significant) concern about filtering business by cont
committee. Everyone has to be part of every business decision.

Value of committee structure like monthly meetings; struggle is how to make committees work
in IMYM. Business filters through committee and back into plenary session. Concerns need to
be refined before they come to the plenary session. Missing link is concern group feeding
directly to business meeting.

This defines overseeing function of IMYM for another friend.

Letter of St. Paul: Trust different role fillers that others will ff1 their roles sufficiently.

Many facets and layers to yearly meeting gathering. Those who are doing different things trust
us to do the right things.

( “ Another metaphor for seasoning: conception. Trust the program, the creator the light, trust in
cup bean, zygote, leave it alone for a bit and trust that the growth, seasoning is taking place.
Leaving Ghost Ranch helps us find God in each other. Think of seasoning as trust that blossom
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will become fruit, not dissecting before it matures.

Yes, there is a community here. Sometimes we haggle for the joy of haggling; we need to
remember this is not a market place.

We are trying to improve something that we value. We are searching; the result will be a
conclusion we reach together as a community. Some things will not worlç some might work if
we give it more time. It is up to all of us as a community to reach decisions deciding not to do
things again because they were not effective is growth. Everything is in an attempt to work
together toward growth.

We are making a serious, careful attempt to establish better seasoning methods, maybe they
don’t work exactly, but within the time frame that may not be the most fruitful. The procedure
is long, maybe too long, but maybe we need more time. We, all of us, are looking for ways, and
everyone must participate in the process. Loving to each other through it all

We need to elder and nurture each other; unconditional love.

The meeting is very solemn, talldng about what we would do if we were present where we are,
not being present where we are. Analysis of reports from monthly meetings on survey topics.
There seems to be very little that meetings are very concerned about. Some real concerns:
training and education of young. how to help teenagers. What would happen if each spent one
minute to say what we are most deeply concerned about. What are we doing to express our
deepest beliefs?

Care and concern for our young people.

Time for each to speak their deepest concern.

Adjourn.



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Worship for Business II

Sixth Month 13, 1992

1. At 10:15 a.m., Friends gathered in silent worship out of which Kenneth Boulding and Martin Cobin
shared versified insights about yearly meeting.

Some Friends at their annual meet What’s this silence, this talking, this quaking?
Developed quite unusual heat It’s unity, Friends, in the making.
for some want to spout To live in the Light
About what they’re about Is a source of delight
While others just want a retreat. Even though some patience it’s taking.

— Kenneth Boulding
— Martin Cobin

2. Karen Leone, Fort Lewis College Director of Conferences, briefly addressed the meeting. She
reported her present joy in working with IMYM registrars and others to provide IMYM a suitable
environment for our meetings and her earlier frustration in trying to provide environment that we
need. The college could not overcome IIvIYM’s dissatisfaction; she thanked Jan Miller, Registrar in
‘90 and ‘91, for beginning the process of communication. This year IMYM’s efforts seem to have
overcome the problem of dissatisfaction. She invited IMYM to return as long as we find Fort Lewis
College provides the environment we are seeking.

3. Elizabeth Bailey reported for the Long Range Planning Committee.

In response to the report of the Long Range Planning Committee, the Meeting agreed to return to
Fort Lewis College in 1993 with the possibffity of continuing the arrangement in future years,
continuing to work make the facility meet our needs as fully as possible, particularly the needs of
Young Friends. We will remain open to the possibffity that another facility may be discovered. The
meeting asked that a three year commitment to Fort Lewis College be explored.

Following additional discussion during which some expressed concern for the needs and wishes of
the Senior Young Friends, the Meeting laid aside the discussion of site selection until information
from Senior Young Friends was available.

92-4. In response to the question “Should the Long Range Planning Committee be encouraged to
think creatively about the future including the possibility of developing our own site?” the
Meeting charged the committee to do so and freed it from matters if near-term site selection.

Several Friends made observations about long-range possibilities. These included a Four Corners
Friends lifetime learning center, perhaps working with an existing institution to develop such a site.

A Friend cited Powell House and Ghost Ranch as models, and suggested augmenting Long Range
Planning Committee with membership from the regional meetings.

Friends were urged to put aside idolatry of Ghost Ranch, to do less moaning and more quaking.

4. The purposes of Intermountain Yearly Meeting was addressed, in light of the Threshing/Seasoning
sessions of Sixth Month 12.

92-5. The Meeting agreed that IMYM is committed to both spiritual renewal and committed action,
to the witness of our faith. We will try on an ongoing basis to balance our concerns while
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focusing on the required mechanics. To follow our concerns, we will use report meetings to
consult with staff members of Quaker organizations, including reports from IMYM
representatives. There will be a similar session to confer with each yearly meeting committee
about their work and our support of it. We will come to decision making in business sessions
on the basis of as much seasoning as is possible and appropriate, using general threshing
sessions, as well as concern and interest groups, to provide the needed seasoning.

Friends noted the need to strive to effectively work out ways to minimize time in formal meetings for
worship for business by creating other opportunities for dialogue, threshing and seasoning, including
reports from staff members and representatives.

A Friend noted that threshing and seasoning as done by the Meeting on Sixth Month 12 is part of the
work of business meeting.

92-6. Intermountain Yearly Meeting asks its constituent meetings to focus on careful practice of
Quaker business process within our individual meetings so that we are prepared to hold
yearly meeting meetings for worship for business at their highest level.

A Friend asked for an opportunity to hear reports of concern groups and for an opening meeting for
worship to set the focus of yearly meeting, mentioning the value of allowing each participant in yearly

( meeting one minute to speak of his/her deepest concerns.

5. Registrar Barbara Stephens reported that Senior Young Friends have filled an unexpected need by
serving as graveyard shift registrars.

92-7. The Meeting again thanked the registrars and operations committee, the IMYM group for
making our gathering comfortable and for the information they have provided.

92-8. The Meeting acknowledged the receipt of the following reports with the expectation that some
will be discussed individually: Financial report; financial statement; FWCC arrangements
committee for triennial; IMYM representatives to AFSC- have recommendation; FWCC report.
The complete financial report will be included in the minutes to be distributed, including
both the report for 1991 and the Yearly Meeting’s current status.

6. A Friend recommended that the IMYM Guide remain unchanged and suggested that Friends study
“Beyond Majority Rule” by Michael J. Sheerhan.

92-9. The Meeting agreed that the language of the Guide will remain unchanged so that it
continues to include the word oversight. Friends are urged to learn Quaker language and
accept the responsibilities laid on them thereby.

92-10. IMYM’s representatives to the AFSC corporation recommended the continued support of the
joint service project. The Meeting agreed.

7. After hearing the report of the concern group that had met to discuss religious education, the
Meeting agreed as follows:
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92-11. We welcome the desire to act by the concern group on religious education and authorize that
group to work on its concern during the coming year.

92-12. IMYM urges monthly meetings to recognize the right sharing of world resources as Friends’
testimony and encourage their constituents to act on it.

8. A Friend who had gone to confer with Senior Young Friends, who were in a separate business
meeting at the same time, returned to the Meeting with the information that Senior Young Friends
had riot reached consensus on the matter of IMYM gathering for three more years at Fort Lewis
College. The Meeting asked that a young Friend be involved in the process of negotiations with
Fort Lewis College regarding our future use of the campus.

It was suggested that the decision to contract with Fort Lewis College for years beyond 1993 be deferred
to the Continuing Committee meeting in February so that conversations including Young Friends and
others can be held to season the matter.

A Friend noted that in 1994 IMYM is hosting an FWCC triennial meeting at Ghost Ranch, and therefore
New Mexico Regional Meeting needs the luxury of using a familiar site to be able to do all the planning
work that is ahead of them

91-13. A decision regarding the use of Fort Lewis College for more than one additional year is to be
made at 6/14/92 meeting for worship for business with Senior Young Friends participating.
We recommend to the next business session that we negotiate to see if a satisfactory 3 year
contract to stay at Fort Lewis College; before acting, we will determine if Young Friends can
support or stand aside.

Meeting adjourned at 1245 p.m.

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Worship for Business III

Sixth Month 14, 1992

Friends gathered in silence at about 10:15 a.m., and from the silence, Clerk Martin Cobin asked for
a report from Senior Young Friends concerning the site for future gatherings of the yearly meeting.

1. Intermountain Yearly Meeting Site Selection:
Senior Young Friends reported that the consensus of their meetings for worship for business is that
they do not want to be committed to a three-year plan; they don’t feel the certainty of a guaranteed
meeting place at Fort Lewis College outweighs the risk of an inappropriate facility for meeting. The
proposal of Senior Young Friends is that IMYM explore one year at Fort Lewis with option to renew
if people are satisfied next year.

Considerable discussion ensued. A sense of the concerns arid insights expressed is provided by the
pages that follow these minutes.

92-14. Intermountain Yearly Meeting finds that we have a real need to address the problem of the
community of all Friends. We seek to explore the possibility of a three-year commitment to
this site to free ourselves to focus on IMYM’s need for community, which must be an inter
generational effort. The Continuing Committee is empowered to make such an arrangement
with Fort Lewis College if arrangements and details can be satisfactorily established.

2. Epistles:
92-15. For the Watching Committee, Dorothy Aldrich read the proposed epistle from IMYM. The

Meeting approved it. Attached.

92-16. The Meeting heard and accepted the epistle from Senior Young Friends. Attached.

3. Josephine Olson reported on behalf of Junior Young Friends; the gathering has been both frustrating
and gratifying. The young people were given the freedom to fall on their faces, but they didn’t
really do so. Junior Young Friends needed more support from adults. Adult roles were not clear.
There was no real sense of community among Junior Young Friends, but they did really well. It is
unfortunate that the adults could not provide the kind of support the young people needed. Junior
Young Friends wanted more control than in the past, but they didn’t find total control worked very
well; we need cooperation between Junior Young Friends and adults.

92-17. Meeting accepted the report from Junior Young Friends.

4. Acknowledgements:
92-18. Meeting recorded its appreciation for the efforts of the clerk, clerk of continuing committee,

registrar, operations committee, recording clerk and all those who prepared for and served the
yearly meeting.

92-19. Registrar Barbara Stephens reported some statistics about the 18th gathering of Intermountain
Yearly Meeting; 325 people registered. Seven local people did not pick up registration
packets. Details will be included in the book of minutes and proceedings. The report was
accepted by the Meeting.

The Meeting settled into silent worship at about 11:45.

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk
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Comments by Friends Regarding Site Selection:

IMYM would be untrue to Quaker process if we do not take Senior Young Friends seriously and make
a one-year agreement.

The meeting was urged to note how hard others are working to serve us and trusting us. they are
standing aside by not being in our business meeting and we discredit those who are giving care and
standing aside.

Senior Young Friends are an integral part and want to be recognized; they feel that there are many who
have not participated in discussions about Fort Lewis College.

A question to all monthly meetings should be, “How do you feel about the relationship of Senior Young
Friends to general business sessions?”

Many factors have been articulated; all will be taken into our deliberations. Senior Young Friends are
one part of the whole.

I am angry at treatment of young Friends by adults here. Campus is not centralized; problem for
everyone. Is the problem of disunity solved by adults if we use different buildings.

I recommend a three year contract with an escape clause instead of one year with the option to renew.

I urge seasoning; a proposal like Fort Lewis College’s moves us from corporate mysticism, making us
antagonists.

Meeting was reminded that creation of Senior Young Friends was by agreement in a business session
by an earlier gathering of IMYM. The question of continued use of Fort Lewis College has not had
seasoning.

We have not addressed the time and attention needed for interacting with Young
friends, and dissension and disharmony wifi travel with us; where we are is not the problem.

No viable alternative has been found; the work of the site committees has not unearthed anything
better.

Move forward, Friends; there is some dissatisfaction, and we need to listen, speak lovingly. Address
the problems: abandonment of care givers is not new.

Positive things this year: Continuing Committee and Fort Lewis College have been responsive; if we
articulate, things can be done. Each of us needs to commit to being present where we are.

Question: If we negotiate for improvement, how shall we seek rights for extension?

In favor of longer commitment to Fort Lewis is the risk of losing availability. Keep the college available;

C if there are other options, we would like to know.

We - They discussion is disturbing; negotiation is disturbing. Remember that the testimony of plain
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speaking requires us to tell the truth. A plain speaker would state needs, see if we really need it, but
not try to gather bargains. People are doing their own thing without looking for opportunities for
service; IMYM needs unity, not consensus.

The three-year option is freeing, not binding; it gives IMYM the freedom to explore our own setting,
discover our potential, develop our ideals, while using this place. No place will ever be ideal.

Looking at future potential is better than trying to make an ifi-sized shoe fit.

Many exciting ideas have been presented, including the possibility of work with area tribes for a
conference-learning center; work with Friends who want to establish a school, retirement center, etc.
This would free us for other options by not worrying about site; we need to work on building unity.

Disunity comes from using the same word to mean different things. Three years is different depending
on age of perceiver. Senior Young Friends might try for sense of how time flows for older people; we
geezers need to realize that length for Senior Young Friends; how can we make it better for them?

A Friend observed that she comes for the spirit, meetings and decisions. Integration with our young
people is a bigger problem than where we sit.



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Continuing Committee
Sixth Month 10, 1992

Present: Randy Herrick-Stare, Clerk of Continuing Committee, Mountain View; Carol Clark, Recording Clerk,
Mountain View; Martin Cobin, IMYM Presiding Clerk, Boulder; Helen Taylor Crisp, Mountain View; Scott Heath,
Mountain View; Jim Hoffman, Treasurer, Mountain View; Gilbert White, Finance Committee, Boulder; Geoff
Tischbein, Operations Committee, Montrose; Nancy Yarnall, Friends Bulletin; David Clark, Junior Yearly Meeting,
Boulder; Sabrina Godfrey, SYF Co-Clerk, Salt Lake City; Bob Stucklen, Long Range Planning Committee, Fort
Collins; Joan Keck, Phoenix; Roberta Streicher, Pima Josephine Olson, Albuquerque; Marian Hoge, Albuquerque,
Nancy Dolphin, Durango; Dee Suprenant, Durango; Chuck Rostkowski, Salt Lake City; Marbie Brault, Pima;
Bobbie Counthan and Barbara Stephens, Registrars, Boulder; Nancy Stockdale, Gila Ross Worley, Durango.

Meeting convened at 2:15 with a brief period of silent worship.

Randy Herrick-Stare, Clerk of Continuing Committee, made some general announcements.

1. REPORTS

REGISTRAR: Barbara Stephens gave several announcements and reported that as of June 8 the census for
IMYM 1992 was 331 individuals registered. More beds are available, and registration will continue till they
are filled. -

TREASURER: given by Treasurer Jim Hoffman. Income in 1992 is $23,453 as of June 4, and
expenditures so far have been about $6,651. The college has not been paid for yearly meeting.

FINANCE COMMITTEE: Gilbert White, Convenor, reported, making several recommendations. A copy
of that report is included in the attached materials.

1992 IMYM SERVICE PROJECT: As discussed at the February meeting, IMYM asked for the opportunity
to serve Fort Lewis College. Nancy Dolphin said that the College has agreed that IMYM participants may
help pick up papers on the grounds Friday afternoon.

LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMEITEE: Bob Stucklen, co-convenor, gave an informal report in the
absence of Elizabeth Bailey and the material that had been printed. The committee had reviewed several
sites: Adams State College in Alamosa, Colorado, Glorieta Baptist Center in Northern New Mexico,
College of Santa Fe and Navajo Community College in Arizona. Reservations for IMYM in 1993 have
been made at the first three sites, to be confirmed or cancelled pursuant to the decision of the yearly
meeting.

REVISION OF GUIDE: The committee has prepared a minute to the business meeting recommending the
deletion of “IMYM is responsible for overseeing the life and witness of the Religious Society of Friends.

from the statement of purpose in the guide.

COMMITTEE ON RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: The committee’s report recommends that it be laid down,
due to lack of interest expressed by constituent meetings and due to the accessibility of materials from other
sources. The committee recommends that interest groups on religious education be held annually.

FCNL: The national organization wants IMYM to differentiate between representatives and alternates for
their records; both receive all material.
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JUNIOR YOUNG FRIENDS: Peter Herrick-Stare reported that trips to Durango and Mesa Verde are
planned; young friends hope adults will participate only as needed for safety. JYF are in charge of their own
program and will round up adults as they want them.

EL PASO MONTHLY MEETING: The annual report of this meeting includes the information that some
of its members wish to affiliate the meeting with South-Central Yearly Meeting (also unprogrammed).
Continuing Committee asked the Clerk of Yearly Meeting to write a letter expressing our regret and stating
our understanding.

No reports were available from the Committee on Aging, the Committee on Suffering, or the Nominating
Committee.

2. ITEMS FOR ACTION:

AGENDAS FOR MEETINGS FOR WORSHIP FOR BUSINESS: The following were proposed by Clerk
Martin Cobin and approved by Continuing Committee:

Thursday
Worship
Epistle
Visitors
Organizational representatives
Operations
Registration
Watching Committee
IMYM Purpose
Site Selection and Use
Clerk of Continuing Committee Comments
Presiding Clerk Comments
Memorial Minutes

Friday
Meeting for Threshing and Seasoning of two items:

Purpose of IMYM
Site and use of site for IMYM

Saturday
Worship
Purpose of yearly meeting
Site selection and use
Statistics from registrar
Response to reports

Sunday
Watching Committee report: IMYM epistle
Epistle and report of Senior Young Friends
Epistle and/or report of Junior Young Friends
Worship
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3. PROPOSALS
These matters were discussed and actions recommended to yearly meeting as follows:

- Regarding scholarship! financial assistance administration, amend the Guide to state that yearly
meeting will appoint a committee to oversee funds if needed.

- Amend the Guide to state that yearly meeting will accept money directed to FCNL Education Fund
to other activities only if that activity is specifically tax exempt.

- Responsibilities of the Treasurer be modified to accept contributions to the FCNL Educational Fund,
but no other FCNL activity.

- Lay down the Committee on Religious Education as recommended by that standing committee.

- The request that IMYM create a Ministry and Oversight Committee should be laid over to 1993
Continuing Committee meeting to allow some time for seasoning.

- IMYM-AFSC joint service project committee as presented by Francie Mueller for acceptance by
yearly meeting. Copy attached.

- The minute presented in 1991 by Utah Friends Fellowship regarding same gender marriage has
received considerable seasoning. A number of meetings have forwarded positive minutes; others are
still deliberating. This matter will be on the agenda for 1993 Continuing Committee meeting. A list
of those meetings that have reached unity is attached.

- The matter of affiliating with Friends Committee on Unity with Nature has been considerably
seasoned, but there is not unity. There will be a concern group. Mountain View has written a
minute asking the yearly meeting to appoint a representative. The seeking regarding the purpose of
yearly meeting should provide guidance for action on this matter. It will be part of the agenda for
the September Executive Committee meeting.

Meeting closed at 4:05 after a brief period of silence.

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Continuing Committee
Sixth Month 13, 1992

The Committee gathered at 3 p.m. in the ballroom at the Union Building on the Fort Lewis College campus.

Clerk of Continuing Committee, Randy Herrick-Stare, outlined the agenda: reports, site and date, theme and
speaker of next gathering, and open-ended agenda items.

REPORTS

FINANCE COMMITrEE: The following are items known to need financial support from IMYM in the
coming year: support for child care and religious education. The Committee on Aging wants to do a
mailing.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION COMMITTEE: Clerk noted that the Religious Education Committee will not
be laid down.

FRIENDS BULLETIN: Tom Carr queried action to be taken regarding the request from Friends Bulletin
for an increase in IMYM’s budgetary contribution, noting that costs have risen, and our contribution has
not. Nancy Yarnall indicated that Friend Bulletin will present a new request. No action is required of
IMYM now.

FWCC: Bob Neal noted the yearly meeting’s support of attendance by representatives at the 5th World
Conference of Friends; those who attended prepared a fonnal report with slides. No one came to hear the
report. If sending representatives is important, let’s make the report important. Continuing Committee
believes that this was covered by IMYM’s minute of 1992 Meeting for Worship for Business II.

Continuing Committee requests that regional meeting nominating committees put forth names for
registrar and operations coordinators early so that they can shadow activities in the year prior to
their assumption of duties.

IMYM COMMITTEE ON THE AFSC: Budget for this year is suitable for next year. In addition to
serving as IMYM’s coordinator of the Hinshaw Visitors Program, David Henkel is clerk of the Committee
on the AFSC; other members are Roberta Streicher, Francie Mueller, Allen Assay, Denice Blakely, and two
young Friends: Rosie Dudley Albuquerque and Keil Mueller from Mountain View.

This report was accepted by Continuing Committee for the agenda of the next business meeting.

Observation: committee work is conducted at yearly meeting because that is when we are together.

TREASURER: Jim Hoffman needs accounting and budget information from all committees to plan what
is needed in the coming year. He noted that the budget did not get into the burgundy books and 1991
financial report must be obtained from earlier sources. Recording Clerk agreed to handle the problem,
which is one of publication only.

Continuing Committee agreed that committees need to submit the next year’s monetary needs to the
treasurer by the first of November annually. Committee also requested a graphic presentation of the
budget in a business session of yearly meeting.

The budget for 1993 will be much like 1992’s, with the addition of $500 for administrative costs.
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When moneys are requested from the yearly meeting, the Treasurer wants to know from what fund a person
is to be reimbursed or funded. Continuing Committee directives to committee convenors need to include
this request.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE: Re vacancies to fill: Penny Thron-Weber needs to know them, fill them
and communicate with Executive Committee. They include Committee for Revising the Guide; Coordinator
for Junior Young Friends, and Religious Education Committee convenor.

NINETEENTH GATHERING OF INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING: The Committee approved
Fort Lewis College, Sixth Month 9 to 13, 1993, for the next gathering.

2. THEME AND SPEAKER: Martin Cobin reported for the Speaker Search Committee, recommending
the 1993 theme of “Walk Cheerfully.” The committee recommends Eric Johnson, a teacher who lives
in Philadelphia. Continuing Committee approved.

Eric Johnson’s works include “Quaker Meeting, a Risky Business.” He is a life-long Quaker, was a
conscientious objector in World War II, participated in famine relief. He has written 49 books on topics
ranging from sex education to English and language arts and humor. He is a dynamic speaker who has
agreed to come.

Continuing Committee agreed to lengthen the meeting time for its February sessions by beginning
Saturday morning at 10 a.m. The committee agreed to meet in Denver, on the weekend that includes
President’s Day. Colorado Regional Meeting will handle specifics.

Reports from concern groups that have met during the 1992 gathering will be included in the printed
records of the proceedings of this yearly meeting.

Continuing Committee agreed that in 1993 reports from concern groups will be printed in the daily
bulletin.

Continuing Committee agreed to ask Nominating Committee for a daily bulletin editor.

Additional suggestions for 1993: schedule concern groups early and feed their information to Continuing
Committee, then to business meeting. Plan concern groups Thursday and Friday, interest groups Saturday.

3. FRIENDS BUSINESS PROCEDURES: Ideas were put forth for facilitating the study to be undertaken by
IMYM constituent meetings. Possibilities included workshops and the development of a formal Discipline
as ways to study the manner of Friends. Continuing Committee referred the matter to the Religious
Education Committee, asking Cynthia Taylor to assume responsibility.

AFFILIATIONS: Several organizations have sought affiliation with IMYM. They include Young Friends
of North America, Friends Committee in Unity with Nature, Friends with Gay and Lesbian Concerns, A
New Call to Peacemaking, and Friends of African Descent. It was noted that the matter of affiliation is an
appropriate matter for a future threshing session.

Continuing Committee agreed that because Intermountain Yearly Meeting will afThiate with another
Friends organization only when there is a groundswell of interest from its constituent meetings, those
members of IMYM who are interested in a particular organization need to gather and appoint an
individual to serve as liaison who will be responsible for accepting information from the organization
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and disseminating it to those who inquire. Identification of such a liaison needs to be communicated
to the Clerk. The Clerk will respond to organizations wanting affiliation by describing this procedure
and welcoming their desire to develop interest among the members of IMYIvI.

A Friend asked if the receipt of a request for affiliation requires a response from IMYM. It was agreed that
we need is a standard letter that explains how the yearly meeting handles requests for affiliation.

Continuing Committee was reminded that funding of travel goes with an official appointment by IMYM to an
organization. Some organizations will pay the way of representatives (Guide Page 23).

A Friend noted his resistance to fracturing the Society of Friends by establishing groups with narrow concerns,
no matter how valid those. concerns may be. It was suggested that the September questionnaire to meetings
address the fracturing of the Society of Friends.

FRIENDS BULLETIN: Nancy Yamall noted that IMYM is already affiliated. The Friends Bulletin
Committee (of Pacific Yearly Meeting) has started inquiries to change and enlarge the committee so that
it better represents all three yearly meetings. Nancy suggested that IMYM needs more information so that
we can make a decision. Friends Bulletin seeks IMYM representative to the Friends Bulletin Committee.
Presently, all are from Pacific and Northern Pacific meetings. The committee will meet in northern
California. IMYM might want to appoint an ad hoc member to join in the clarification of Friends Bulletin’s
role for the three meetings. IMYM is 10 percent of the total subscription roll.

,,— Randy Herrick-Stare will write an article for Friends Bulletin about our process meeting conduct. He also agreed
to serve as contact in defining our relationship with Friends Bulletin; he will collect and disseminate information
so that we can discuss the relationship at the February 1993 Continuing Committee meeting.

Regarding the role of Senior Young Friends in making decisions such as site selection, it was noted that SYF is
a standing committee; their input then is to the Long Range Planning Committee. This is not an appropriate venue
for discussion because we would be speaking about those who are not present.

NEW CALL TO PEACE MAKING: Barbara Neal is participating; she may have a traveling minute if she asks.

The meeting adjourned at 5:30 following a brief period of silent worship.

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk



INTERMOtJNTAIN YEARLY MEETING 1992 FINANCIAL REPORT

INCOME
Assessments
Contributions

General
Tim Shaw
Heberto Sien Fund
Brinton Visitor Fund

Interest
Checking Account
FGC Meetinghouse Fund

Yearly Meeting — Registration, Meals, Housing
TOTAL INCOME

DISBURSEMENTS
Friends Bulletin
Brinton Visitor Program
Travel

AFSC
FWCC
Heberto Sein Fund
Continuing Committee
Consult Gathering West

Expenses for the Yearly Meeting
at Fort Lewis College
Fort Lewis College for

housing, meals, misc.
Administrative Costs
Child Care
Resource Person Expenses
Mesa Verd. Trip
Insurance
Comm mitt cc s

Transfer to Triennial Reserve
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

NET LOSS OR GAIN

Pass through contributios of $400 to FCNL Endowment Fund.

$6, 625. 00

$170. 00
$100.00
$35.00
$75.00

$224.12
$225. 00

$27, 388. 49
$34, 842. 61

$2,300.00
$0. 00

$361. 38
$1, 176. 84

$500. 00
$1, 043. 20

$589.71

$25 , 666. 36
$2, 068. 05
$1,262. 00

$760. 00
$346. 00
$325. 00
$142. 03

$0. 00
$36, 540. 57

($1,697.96)

LOCATION OF FUNDS
Balance in Checking Account
Balance in FGC Meetinghouse Fund

TOTAL

$2,187.01
$7 , 500. 00
$9,687.01

SPECIAL FUNDS
AFSC—INYM JSP
Casa de los Amigos
Triennial Reserve
Tim Shaw Fund
Comm. on Sufferings

6/20/91
$520. 00
$551. 00

$1, 209.54
$698. 28
$340. 73

Receipts
$6, 650. 00
$2, 915.00

$0. 00
$600.00

$0. 00

Disbursements
$7, 124. 22
$3, 000. 00

$0.00
$200. 00

$0. 00

9/17/92
$45.78

$466. 00
$1 , 209. 54
$1, 098. 28

$340.73

Tim Shaw Fund includes $500.00 from General Funds.
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Finance Committee

June 1, 1992

The Committee recommends that Yearly Meeting, taking account
of the report submitted by the Treasurer, approve the following
policies with respect to Yearly Meeting finances:

1. In view of the amount of reserve funds and the small size of
financial obligations carried from one year to the next, the
Yearly Meeting should hold its reserve funds to amounts of
about $5,000.

2. The Yearly Meeting should not increase the annual assessment
at this time. The Yearly Meeting should run an operating
deficit until reserve funds are substantially reduced.

3. Thereafter, the annual assessment should be adjusted to the
estimated expenditures for that year.

4. A budget for expenditures along the lines of that for the
current year should be continued unless some special new
needs are recognized by the Yearly Meeting. The current
budget provides:

a. A contribution to Friends Bulletin of $2,300;
b. Channeling requests for travel and scholarship

through the monthly or regional Meeting most
familiar with the needs. The responses for
scholarship funds reaching Yearly Meeting will be
determined by a committee composed of any three of
the following: The Clerk of the Yearly Meeting,
the Clerk of the Continuing Committee, the
Registrar, or the Treasurer;

c. Readiness to respond to the needs of for child
care and other direct Yearly Meeting activities;
and

d. Serving as a conduit for contributions by
individuals to other activities only if that
activity is explicitly recognized as tax exempt.

5. The responsibility of the Treasurer as defined in The Guide
should be modified to read 11To accept contributions
earmarked for the FCNL educational fund....’.

6. The 1993 budget should be increased by $500 for Yearly
Meeting administrative expenses. However, the Finance
Committee and the Continuing Committee should be prepared to
consider changes in assessment or registration fees in light
of the financial situation as of the Continuing Committee
meeting in February.

Gilbert White, Convener Sabrina Godfrey
James D. Hoffman, Treasurer Annette Greenburg
Roy Clark Charles Suprenant
Andy Godfrey
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

June 14, 1992

Greetings to Friends Everywhere:

The 18th annual gathering of Intermountain Yearly Meeting met at Fort Lewis College,
overlooking Durango, Colorado. We found ourselves more settled in, with resolution of
some of our earlier difficulties. We had more than enough room for warm fellowship and
spiritual renewal.

In the keynote address, entitled “Quaker Witness in a Technological Society,” Ursula Franklin
suggested that technology refers to the we do things, rather than defining it as simply
machinery and equipment. The electronic age tends to depersonalize human relations as it
accelerates our lives. She suggested that we question why we do things before we ask how.
We can look at the way we do things and ask, “Is it truthful? Helpful? Does it create
equality?”

These questions, in particular, shadowed us through the sessions of Intermountain Yearly
Meeting. How are we doing things? Why? Does this work? We did not find discernment
easy. We proceeded, amidst skepticism, to try a schedule that shortened regular business
sessions. Interest groups met for the purpose of sharing information. Ten concern groups
met with an eye to proposing actions or position statements. Two traditional threshing
meetings were held to consider the yearly meeting purposes and site selection.

This was not an easy time. We struggled to sort out our priorities, to put concerns and
business items in the best sequence to allow enough time for due consideration. We found
the need to pay attention to we do things, not just to the results. In the threshing
sessions we were reminded that we were testing new ways and that we learn as we go,
trying the possibilities which our Continuing Committee bravely put forth. Many heads
nodded when it was suggested that Friends return to their home meetings and begin studies
of Quaker practices. We found clearness that both action and spiritual renewal are our
purposes. Action and spiritual matters go together.

In our sessions, Friends tried to be tender with each other, patient and sensitive to each
other’s needs and experience. The fellowship was rich with chances for dialogue and
togetherness. We met the challenge of cherishing, not avoiding, our differences. We found
that the process of Meeting for Worship for Business is a key part of our identity and
witness. We have much work remaining as we come up against ways that still need to be
devised or improved.

Yearly Meeting will be held at Fort Lewis College again in 1993. We anticipate that way will
continue to open for fellowship, spiritual renewal and action.

Martin Cobin, Clerk

1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304



Senior Young Friends

Report of the Group
Gathered For Jntermountain Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 11 - 14, 1992

Intermountain Yearly Meeting has always been a wonderful, enriching experience, and this
year has been no different. We are all so grateful for the opportunity to renew our
friendships and restore peace in our chaotic lives. Some of us have been concerned about the
growing generation gap, and our inter-generational meetings have been a godsend to all
those involved. However, our first inter-generational meetings would have been many times
more special and revealing with more adult participation. In the future we hope to work
more closely with everyone at IMYM to build a rapport that will further the spiritual growth
and open intensely personal interaction between young Friends and adult Friends.

Two of the biggest issues facing yoi.mg Friends this year have been that of same-sex
marriages and that of plans for future IMYM sites. As to the former, we all learned a great
deal in the discussion group on the subject. Openness of feelings was encouraged and we
accomplished a lot in the way of making ourselves more familiar and more comfortable with
an issue that is a difficult one for many people.

The subject of future IMYM sites was one we grappled with at length. The Young Friends’
views on the matter were many and varied, and consensus was difficult to reach. Feelings
on the subject ran deep in our discussions have been animated. The dilemma of location will
undoubtedly the topic of many in future yearly meetings. We appreciate being included in
the decision making process, and our hope is to be as helpful and insightful as possible in
this matter.

We have a]so given our attention to lighter pursuits and as usual have had a lot of ftm in
between business meetings and scheduled activities.



Report from Junior Yearly Meeting

To: Members of the Executive Committee

Those of us who acted as teachers would like to express our delight at having had the
opportunity to spend IMYM with this wonderful group of children. They truly were ajoy to be
with and our time spent with them was magic.

We began our preparations for the 1992 session of Intermountain Yearly Meting mindfuf
of two concerns passes on by former JYM coordinators. Above and beyond the normal
expectations of providing a nurturing and safe environment for our children, we attempted to
address the following issues:

1) The burnout express by past teachers and caregivers

2) The feelings of isolation expressed by those involved in JYM

I believe we can claim a measure of success on the first issue. Less progress can be claimed
for the second goal.

Half day morning programs were run for the children with some afternoon activities.
Intentional gaps were built into the afternoon times to encourage intergenerational mingling and
opportunities for family interactions. Although formal feedback is yet to be received, my own
personal observations were of families strolling together, parents conversing/singing under trees
while children played nearby, children being cared for by parents of friends. The presence of
children in these instances precipitated adult interactions that otherwise might not have taken place.

I have been fortunate this year in having some very caring and creative individuals to work
with. Colleen Maceyak and Becky Ship continue to run excellent child-centered programs for our
nursery & preschool. They have been with us since our initial coming to Ft. Lewis and are
deserving of our admiration and gratitude. Deb Stuckien provided the Quaker presence to that
program and freely shared her talents, songs and stories.

Holly Giffin co-taught the lst-3rd grade classes with me. She engaged the children’s
imaginations in wonderful ways. We sang, read, told stories, ate watermelon, played soccer &
kickball. We hid brightly painted rocks for the adults to find. For those of you who discovered
one, that was our present to you to help remind us all to be present where we were.

Hunter Pyle and Pepper Goodrich used the overall theme of ‘Be Present Where you Are’ as
a springboard for their program with the 4th-6th grade classes. They used their diverse experiences
to explore the different ways and meanings of presence. With the children they transformed that
idea into the skit for creativity night. Hunter quickly became a favorite of the soccer playing crowd
as he lent his organizational abilities to that effort.

Volunteers forJYM continues to be in short supply. Because the groups were smaller this
year than in years past, this fact did not deter from the care given the children. It does, however,
continue to sound the alarm that we need other people other than parents spending time with and
getting to know the children if we are ever to be worthy of the title ‘community’ in its fullest sense.
We had 30% of our volunteer slots filled and only 1 person signed up to help with the children’s
program on Sunday morning. There were many community members who did give great amount
of their time and energies. I would be afraid to list them for fear of forgetting someone. But thank
you to all who swain with our children, played soccer, sang with, read to and otherwise interacted
with the members of JYM.
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There was one disappointment that I need mention in this report. Because the people who
are informed to act as advocates for the children are also the same people who work with the
children, there is no one at Business Meeting and other adult gatherings to remind those present to
consider the children. We do not suggest that members of IMYM would intentionally disregard the
needs of children, but that because there is no one to ask the question ‘What about the children’?’
they are nearly always forgotten. One highlight of past Yearly Meetings for the people working
with the children has been delivering the children to their parents on Sunday morning. Seeing the
children go to their parents under the canopy of Meeting for Worship is a delight. It signifies that
our commitment is over and we may join the rest of the Meeting in worship. The children are with
their parents and we are gathered together as a community to search and reflect. This is a powerful
moment for all. Yet this year we were denied this moment. We expected that the adults would
prepare a worshipful atmosphere environment for us to bring the children into. Yet that was not the
case There was no one to ask the question ‘What about the children?’. By the time worship finally
was begun, many parents had to leave because of restless children. Many of the children who were
old enough to leave by themselves, did so. These people, and the teachers of the children were not
allowed to experience this moment. We who were their teachers would like to express a sense of
loss that this moment of joy was passed over.

Respectfully Submitted,

David Clark
JYM Coordinator
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Friends’ Responsibility to our Children

Report of the Concern Group
Meeting During Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 11, 1992

Twenty-one Friends met to discuss the needs and yearnings attendant to this concern. We
find much energy hand devotion to our children and their spiritual development; and we
want to support those adults and youth who are trying to respond to both Firstday Learning
and adult growth in the Spirit. We agree that we want:

1) The continuation of the IMYM Religious Education Committee

2) The twice yearly publication of a newsletter for sharing helpful information and ideas
for successful Firstday School coordination.

3) A budget for the copying and maffing of this newsletter (2 sheets, printed on both
sides) so that the financial burden is not left to the four Regional committee members,
and they can put their energy into getting ideas to the newsletter editors/convenors.

For this fall’s issue, to be mailed in August, we request from Finance Committee an
immediate expenditure of $75.00. A budget for 1993 is attached hereto. We ask that
Regional Meetings continue to nominate members to this committee as defined in the Guide,
but without the rotation of newsletter production and expense.

Suggestions to Regional nominating Committees:
convenors of the IMYM Religious Education Committee:

Elizabeth and John O’Brien, Santa Fe Monthly Meeting.
Cynthia Taylor, Albuquerque Monthly Meeting

Budget

Computer Supplies $ 25
Postage (1st class) 65
Printing 30
Long Distance Telephone

$200
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Right Sharing of World Resources

Report of the Interest Group
Meeting During Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 13, 1992

The interest group on the Right Sharing of World Resources rejoices in the dedication of our
Betsy Moen to the program of FWCC. We urge meetings to weigh the essential testimonies
of equality and community underlying current Friends’ involvement in witness and
programs at personal, local, national and international levels.

We note the request from the March 1992 Annual Meeting of the Section of the Americas of
FWCC that we give renewed attention to right sharing and the evolution of a genuine
testimony among all yearly meetings in our section with the hope that at report can be
presented to the FWCC Triennial in 1994.

We would urge that our IMYM meetings and interest groups respond to the following query,
forwarding responses to the Continuing Committee in February, to be the basis of a report
to be brought to LMYM for discussion in 1993.

How are we sharing ourselves, our financial, material and human resource sand our
knowledge in building a community that works toward the eradication of poverty?

Background material to assist meetings in their discussions includes Right Sharing News
Second Quarter 1992, Vol XXIX, No. 2; and “Remember 1967 - The Fourth World Conference
of Friends” FWCC.

•‘-



Responses to the Utah Minute Concerning Same Sex Marriage

Report of the Concern Group
Meeting During Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 12-14, 1992

We have reviewed the minutes on same gender marriage concurring with the Utah Minutes.
These seven Monthly Meetings and one Worship Group include: Albuquerque, Santa Fe,
Chamisa, Logan, Salt Lake, Gila, Colorado Springs, and Boulder. Other Meetings report that
they are still seeking clarity on this matter. We appreciate the attention Meetings have paid
to this and ask that they continue to address it and forward their responses to Continuing
Committee before its February 1993 meeting. This Concern Group is happy to provide
speakers and other resources as requested, through Bob Hall of the Pima Meeting (602/882-
4399).

The Concern Group wifi continue its work through visitation and correspondence with
Meetings and Worship Groups throughout the coming year. At next year’s gathering of
IMYM, we request a time for the Concern Group on Responses to the Utah Minute to meet.
An Interest Group, perhaps led by Eric Johnson, pertaining to choices about sexuality, is also
hoped for. We would like to make a video available for Friends to see as they like.

We would like to host a Threshing Session on the topic What is our response to
discrimination, in our midst and in the world, against gays, lesbians, and bisexuals.’ This
invites Friends to speak from their own experience about the actions they have taken to
counteract discrimination. Others may speak about how it feels to be discriminated against.
As part of this, Friends can speak of their experiences as they sought (or seek) clarity on
same-gender marriage. Responses, both feelings and actions taken, include those made on
individual, Meeting, Regional and Yearly meeting levels. We will prepare queries and
information to be sent to meetings in advance.

Rebecca Henderson (505/989-8627)
Robin Calland (303/778-0878) Co-clerks
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Regarding a Committee on Ministry and Counsel

Report of the Concern Group
Meeting During Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 11, 1992

A concern group met on Thursday, June 11, 1992, to discuss a proposal that IMYM form a
Committee on Ministry and Counsel for the purpose of helping to foster the spiritual life and
good order of the annual session, endeavoring to make it a fulfilling experience for all
participants. This small group discussed the idea of a committee, composed of two members
from each region, which would be active only during the annual gathering. Issues were
considered extensively, and the group recommends that the Clerk of Continuing Committee
foster further discussion by a wider constituency.

C’
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Friends Committee on Unity With Nature

Report of the Concern Group
Meeting During Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 12, 1992

The concern group was convened during IMYM 1992 with the hope of eliminating confusion
about why IMYM Friends were reluctant to accept FCUN’s invitation to identify a
representative of IMYM to interact with it. After all, Friends have been washing plastic bags
for years, even before it became fashionable, and nearly every Friend acknowledges a
spiritual dimension to the relation of humans to the non-human. The concern group helped
clarify the matter.

The resistance to affiliation with FCUN comes from a combination of deeply held Quaker
values of simplicity, veracity and speaking to that of the Deity in everyone, on the one hand,
and lack of familiarity with FCUN on the other. Not being familiar with FCUN, traditional
values and recent experience with Quaker organizations make IMYM Friends cautious about
involvement with FCUN.

Simplicity requires resistance to unnecessarily complicating our lives, our organizations and
our searching. Some Friends believe that FCUN does, or may, duplicate the activities and
approaches of other environmental groups. Duplication is complication. If FCUN is unique,
IMYM Friends are not aware of that. Some Friends, who are already focused on
environmental concerns and active with environmental groups, do not have time to affifiate
with another. These Friends are reluctant to have 1MYM join FCUN if it is in name only.
Such affiliations are confusing and insincere. Some IMYM Friends are opposed to a
perceived trend in our society to compartmentalize issues. Such compartments proliferate,
each with its own expert or experts and jargon. Others believe that because dealing with
environmental issues engages man;y traditional Quaker values, process and projects,
affiliation with FCUN may provide unique opportunities to synthesize leadings, values and
witness. Some IMYM Friends believed that the first contacts by FCUN were addressed to the
yearly meeting level. They thought this “top down” process felt artificial. These Friends
have not objection to affiliation with FCUN, but not until interest and commitment to it is
demonstrated at the monthly meeting level.

Veracity requires avoidance of even the appearance of insincerity or ill considered speech.
IMYM’s affiliation with any organization is a statement to other Friends and the world at
large. In view os the recent controversy regarding the policies and practices of AFSC, with
which IMYM has long been affiliated, IMYM Friends are properly cautious about lending the
name and support of IMYM to an organization about which many feel ill informed.

Speaking to that of the Deity in each human forecloses from Friends some tactics which have
given notoriety for some environmental groups. Many IMYM Friends are unfamffiar with
the activities of FCUN. Affiliation would be improper unless its approach and perspective is
unique to Friends.

One participant who know the editors of the FCUN publication described theme as
quintessential Quakers. This sharing suggests that IMYM Friends should make it a point to
get to know them and FCUN better.



Another participant shared with the concern group the conclusion of a group of diverse
religious leaders that we are witnessing the emergence of a world religion, reverence for the
earth. (To say that there is that of the Deity in every ecosystem rings oddly in the ear only
because of the mix of traditional and technological language; it is intuitively true. Because of
Friends’ reluctance to be boxed in by concepts of language, because of Friends’ traditions of
decision making through collective insight, because of Friends’ commitment to passivism, we
have a lot to offer and gain from involving ourselves in the emerging world dialogue.
Where does FCUN fit in?

The concern group proposes that IMYM adopt a minute encouraging all monthly and
regional meetings to facilitate awareness of the spiritual dimension between humans and that
of the Deity which is worldly but not human. It also proposes that IMYM facilitate
opportunities for Friends to gain inspiration from addressing environmental issues. Further
IMYM and its constituent Meetings should encourage the use of FCUN as a resource,
perhaps by subscribing to its publications or making available monthly meeting directories to
FCUN so that it may send written material. Finally, IMYM should encourage those monthly
and regional meetings that feel led to do so to affiliate directly with FCLJN.


